Sale Name: Treasure Trove
LOT 21A - 1955 Vintage Johnson Sea Horse 10 HP Outboard Motor and 2 Gas
Tanks. Motor pulls smoothly with normal resistance in neutral and propeller
moves forward and reverse according to shift position. 40 + photos show motor
and gas tank details. Note from Seller, "My uncle worked in the manufacturing
plant for Johnson Motors in Waukegan IL. This was one of the engines that was
built during his time there. He got the engine new €“ I think. He gave me the
engine about 20 years ago and he said at the time it ran fine. He always kept it in
great shape. I have not run it since I received it but it has been stored inside our
heated warehouse the entire time. The engine and 2 gas cans are included in the
sale." *Motor stand not included in the sale. Stand will be sold if motor sells SEE
LOT 29. MOTOR SELLS TO HIGHEST BID OVER $100

Description
1955 Vintage Johnson Sea Horse 10 HP Outboard Motor and 2 Gas Tanks. Motor pulls
smoothly with normal resistance in neutral and propeller moves forward and reverse
according to shift position. 40 + photos show motor and gas tank details. Note from
Seller, "My uncle worked in the manufacturing plant for Johnson Motors in Waukegan
IL. This was one of the engines that was built during his time there. He got the engine
new €“ I think. He gave me the engine about 20 years ago and he said at the time it ran
fine. He always kept it in great shape. I have not run it since I received it but it has been
stored inside our heated warehouse the entire time. The engine and 2 gas cans are
included in the sale." *Motor stand not included in the sale. Stand will be sold if
motor sells SEE LOT 29. MOTOR SELLS TO HIGHEST BID OVER $100
Quantity: 1
https://www.auctiongroove.com/

